Soundbox solution offers
innovative ways to
increase both revenue
and margin for Telecom
operators

In mature and competitive European Telecom
markets, Soundbox offers a new way to drive
acquisition and positively impact under pressure
ARPU.
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Soundbox is a totally new
solution category which
allows Telcos the opportunity
to differentiate their TV offer

Soundbox impacts all three
core areas of a TV offer:
Content, Price and Features

Soundbox drives both
margin and revenue
growth

www.netgem.com
connected by entertainment

Challenge
The European Telco markets are increasingly mature. That market maturation typically
leads to ever increasing competition, retention challenges and general pricing pressures.
Telcos are always on the lookout for innovative ways to enhance their Triple/Quad-Play
Propositions, and particularly on the very competitive TV services.

Solution
Telcos in their TV service typically compete across three core areas: content, price and TV features
(like multiscreen and out of home). Most enhancements impact a single area of the offer, such as
adding in a new premium set of content. Soundbox impacts all three areas. SoundBox is a totally new
category of connected lifestyle solutions which combines the functionality of a quality connected
speaker with the capabilities of a TV box to create a unique platform for a new generation of connected
entertainment services.
The content play for Soundbox is based on the unification of the digital experience where music
is integrated into the overall video and TV service. The set top box like many hardware areas is
perceived as low value by consumers and low cost models entering the market have created pricing
and margin pressure for Telecom Service providers. However, the soundbar category is a fast grow
consumer electronics area with high perceived value and allows the Telco to maintain higher
margin and higher pricing. The feature boost for Soundbox ranges from including the set top
box functionality into the sleek and elegant soundbar with a nicely integrated video and music
experience with multiple control modes. The voice control component plays to the increasing role
of voice as a key interface in both entertainment and the home.

Benefit
Soundbox offers a great way to differentiate a TV service with impacts across the content, pricing
and TV feature areas. Soundbox offers a range of Go-To-Market approaches for a Telco. Some
Telcos are planning to use the Soundbox to support their premium top of the range TV offers
while other are using it to drive a multiroom TV play and bring forward the typical hardware
replacement cycle of their customers. In every instance, the business cases are strong and
materially impacting key KPIs like margin, ARPU, acquisition, retention and CSAT.
About Netgem
Netgem is the publisher of Diamond, a cloud-based software suite for entertainment and connected home
services, and a provider of end-to-end solutions for the telecommunications market. Content publishers,
device manufacturers and service providers leverage Diamond open ecosystem to deliver innovative digital
entertainment services to consumers. Netgem is long term driven by an operational excellence drive for its
Customers, and a Consumer focus for innovation, simplicity and affordability.

Contact Us: netgem.com, sales@netgem.com

The combination
of video and
music has huge
potential for
Connected
Entertainment and
Telecom Service
Providers. The
SoundBox is a big
step to unify the
entertainment
experience in the
smart home
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